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 Formula Stats

 Revision of Drawback Tutorial

 Guidelines

 SDA Regulation Revision

New Methods

 Formulas Online (FONL)
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 Returns still high (~28%)

 Top Reasons

 Calculation Errors

 Disclosure of information

 Missing/Incomplete information

 Improvement in percentage meeting target

 FY ‟10 77%

 FY ‟09 68%

 FY ‟08 55%



Save a tree!  Now, submit in duplicate 

instead of triplicate.



 Revision in progress

 Topic based

 Better navigation

 Based on input from FEMA

 Expanding scope

 Better examples





 Various ways to determine unfitness will be 

listed under one heading

Will be better displayed in revised tutorial

Will include flow chart for better decision-

making





 Choose simplest reason for unfitness

 If product contains 85% p.g. and no mitigating 

ingredients, don‟t worry about FUW

Make certain that you are correct in your 

determination

 Don‟t indicate a product is unfit on a particular 

material when it is not

No need to include a copy of the FUW; 

identify ingredient and state amount on 

formula





Online submission of Drawback and SDA 

formulas

 The Highlights! 

 Automatic calculations

 Status tracking through system

 Automatic notification of completed formula

 E-Mail TTB staff



 Various formula types

 Simple Mixture

 Filtration

 Washed Extract

 Dietary Supplement

 Other

Alcohol Calculations 
Automatic

- No Automatic Calculations



Example:





Home Screen:

Can select a type of new 

formula to submit.



Create a new formula or 

supersede an existing 

formula.



Superseding Existing Formula

Requires: 

FONL ID#s (available in dropdown)
or 

Co. Code and TTB # (not in FONL)



Main Tab:

Basic information

- TTB #

- Product Name

- Product Type





After all the information is 

filled in… click the next button.



Formula Tab:

Formula information

-Process Type

-Eligible and Total Alcohol

-Density

-Yields

-Ingredients



Must first select a 

process type….





Submitter enters density and 

actual yield weight.

Theoretical yield weight is calculated 

automatically based on ingredients.

Yield volumes are calculated based on 

density.

Any automatically 

calculated boxes cannot 

be filled in by user.





Is this product to be used in 

alcohol beverages?

Checking the box opens the section and 

allows for more information to be entered.



Entering Ingredients



Checking a box allows 

ingredients to be entered. 



Clicking „Add‟ 

button displays a 

pop-up window for 

ingredients.

* Indicates a required field  





More than one source 

of alcohol.



If an intermediate is in 

the system, you can link 

it to the submission.



Searching for the 

intermediate…

Selecting the 

intermediate…

Still have to fill in name, 

weight, volume, alcohol %



The intermediate is 

now linked to the 

formula.



Entering 

Nonalcoholic 

Components

Click the check box to 

show the „add‟ button.





Other Nonalcoholic 

Component categories:

-Solids

-Liquids 





Eligible Alcohol 
Total Alcohol and 

Tolerance 

Theoretical Yield 
(weight and volume)

Actual Yield 
(volume)All calculations are 

completed automatically!



Additional Details:

-Unfit for Beverage Use Statement

-Taste Panel Results

-Formula Information and Process



Docs/Links Tab:

-Upload files

-Spec sheets

-FIDs

-Etc…

-Link FONL submissions

-Reference purposes



Click „Upload‟ and a 

pop-up will appear

Browse for the file on 

your computer and 

upload it to the 

submission



Samples Tab:

- Used only if a sample is 

needed

- Enter sample information



Will say pending until 

formula is submitted. 

Date Received is 

completed by lab



Save as Draft:
Saves the incomplete submission to be completed 

later.  Does not check for errors.

Validate:
Checks for errors.

Cancel:
Cancels and deletes the formula.

Submit:
Validates and submits to TTB.  Cannot be edited 

once submitted!



Submitting formula 

displays pop-up.



After formula is 

submitted…
TTB Formula ID 

(different from Submission ID). 

Mailing samples: 

Click on the „return to the 

Samples‟ screen link….



Back to the Samples tab…

Use drop down to print a 

Sample ID sheet.



MUST BE MAILED WITH THE SAMPLE!

Contains ID numbers to connect the 

sample with the submission.



Email received after formula is 

submitted.



Email received after sample is 

received.



Emails will also be sent when action 

has been taken on the submission or 

if the submission is being returned 

for correction.



Return Tab:

- Only visible if the submission is 

returned for correction.

- Reason and description of error.

- Edit formula and submit again.

Once corrected, the lab (not the 

submitter) will check the Resolved box.

The Return tab and the reason for the 

return will remain with the submission 

even after the error is corrected.



Email received when submission is 

complete.



Once the submission is closed, the Results 

tab will be visible.



Results Tab:

- Date of Disposition

- Disposition

- Analyst



Submission Status:

- Disposition (approved, no 

action, etc) submission is 

complete

- In Process  submission is 

still with TTB



Action Bar:

- Available actions 

depend on the 

status of the 

submission

Copy as New:
Create a new submission by copying another formula.

Print:
Print entire submission or specific tabs.

Comment:
Displays the Comment pop-up window to add a comment to the 

submission.

Notify:
Displays the Create E-Mail pop-up window.  Allows user to send 

TTB staff an email.

Withdraw:
Can withdraw an in-process submission and cancel it 

permanently.



E-Mail pop-up:

Click on “To” to display 

contact list.



 Timeline

 May 2011 - User testing 

 July 2011 – Go live!

User Registration

 2-4 weeks ahead of release

 Training

 Sessions in Beltsville

 Webinars/Webcasts




